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Given the murky ethical standards and lack of specific guidance
in Utah, this would be a good topic for consideration by the
Supreme Court Advisory Committee on the Rules of Professional
Conduct or the Ethics Advisory Committee. One open question is
the extent to which local counsel may rely on lead counsel to
supply the “diligence,” “competence,” and “communication”
required by the rules.
Meanwhile, the best way for local counsel to protect himself or
herself is to lay the ground rules with lead counsel up front.
Establish early, preferably in writing, what you expect and
explain that you must have enough involvement in the case to be

aware of what is going on. If lead counsel expects you to simply
sign and file documents with minimal review, this may be a
relationship you want to avoid. Make sure you fully disclose
your limited role to the client and get the client’s consent in
writing to your role and anticipated channels of communication.
Never agree to simply be a mailbox and a bar number. If
something does not “feel right,” ask questions and conduct
appropriate due diligence. Lastly, if non-Utah counsel is
permitted to file electronically, ensure that you are able to
review all documents before filing, and if that is not possible,
promptly review after filing.

Focus on Ethics & Civility

representation under Rule 1.1 of the Utah Rules of Professional
Conduct, “act with reasonable diligence and promptness,” Utah
R. Prof’l Conduct 1.3, “keep the client reasonably informed,”
see id. R. 1.4, exercise candor in dealing with the court, see id.
R. 3.3, and deal fairly with the opposing party and counsel, see
id. R. 3.4. If lead counsel is failing to comply with the rules of
professional conduct, local counsel needs to ensure compliance
and must be cautious not to inadvertently ratify unprofessional
conduct. See id. R. 5.1.

Ultimately, acting as local counsel is not as easy as providing a
bar number and a mailing address, collecting fees, and walking
off into the sunset. But if local counsel is cognizant of his or her
professional responsibilities throughout the representation, it
can be a rewarding experience and a great way to grow your
network and personal reputation.
Every case is different. This article should not be construed
to state enforceable legal standards or to provide guidance
for any particular case.
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